
Spring Comics 
Field: comic book production, animated video clips (moving pictures), scripts 
 
About us 
The Spring Comics comic book studio is a start-up in the field of creative economies,               
founded by artist Alexander Koreshkov and produced by Maxim Kurinniy in 2017. There are              
a number of successful projects in the creative team. 
 
With the formation of the studio formed a team of professional artists with experience in the                
successful implementation of quality comics in different genres and styles. We participate in             
outreach projects to raise the awareness of today's youth about the problems of Ukrainian              
society. We create a comic strip designed for nationwide distribution in educational            
institutions. 
 
Our final project is the comic book “Zahar the Hawk: Legend”, which will be used by Film.ua                 
in the promotional film “Rise of the Hawk”, created in collaboration with American partners. 
 

 
 
Spring Comics philosophy: Live, love, learn and leave a legacy 
 
The studio has three basic ideological principles for creating comics: 

- In freedom, our essence - comics have to promote democratic values and the right to               
freedom of speech, the right to freedom of worship, the right to freedom from want,               
the right to freedom from fear. 

- Good to Great - our team is experienced artists who are constantly improving their              
skills by creating comics internationally. 

- Internationalism - each of our comics goes beyond nationalism and stands for greater             
political and economic cooperation between nations and people, so we want to            
integrate Ukraine into today's democratic world society. 
 
 



Areas of our projects 
- Social Projects - comics that address the teenagers' social problems by portraying            

them in the modern genre of interest, so that young people understand that life is not                
easy, but once you take responsibility for your life, you can be successful and happy.               
These projects promote sports, self-development, healthy lifestyles, harmonious        
family relationships, and more. 

- National projects - with the help of modern storylines in comics, we plan to show the                
rich Ukrainian culture to the world. Our plans are to create comic books that will be                
requested in other countries based on Ukrainian folklore and myths. 

 

Our comics 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 


